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PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES
OF

Members of the Medical & Surgical Profession
OF

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

The subject of the next Portrait & Biography will be

ARCHIBALD BILLING, M.D., F.R.S.,
EXAMINER IN MEDICINE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

M.D., and an Admirer of Religious Freedom.-The letter of our corre- I
spondent should have been couched in somewhat milder language.
Whatever may be the differences of opinion which exist regarding the
laws of the proposed new College, they should not at this moment be
made the subject of angry controversy. No one will regret more than
ourselves that the benefits to be derived from the new institution should
be marred by sectarian exclusiveness.

M.D. Lond., and others.-It is impossible to conjecture upon what principle
the Bethlem committee have omitted the Metropolitan University from
the list of institutions qualified to send candidates. The regulations
refening to this subject, like most others at Bethlem, require revision.

A. B., (Aldburgh, near Hull.)-The correspondent who has obligingly for.
warded to us a statement respecting a medical practitioner in the above
locality, may probably have a private note from us in the course of a
short time. The circumstances detailed are calculated to injure deserving
and properly qualified surgeons, and ought to be rigidly investigated.
The subject shall not escape our further attention.

A Constant Reader, (Cheltenham.)-To prove that a person practises as an
"apothecary," it will be necessary to show that he supplies medicines,
as well as attends and prescribes, in a medical case. "A Constant
Reader" would not therefore, under the circumstances detailed, render
himself liable to an action for penalties ; but a successful defence might
be made against any suit he instituted for payment for ’&deg; advice and pre-
scriptions" in a medical case. He can recover both for medicine and
attendance in a surgical case.

Thanks.&mdash;We should have pleasure in answering the questions seriatim,
but such a proceeding would infringe too much on our space. "Thanks"
will find the subject of his inquiries fully treated in a lecture given by
Dr. Budd at King’s College Hospital, and reported in No. 1400 of this
journal.

THE TREATMENT OF CANCER.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

. SiR,---As an humble worker in the investigation of cancer-a subject
which has so worthily occupied much of your pages of late-I beg to offer
you my especial thanks for the publication of those clear and invaluable
lectures by Mr. Simon.

I take this opportunity of corroborating a statement made by that gentle-
man at the conclusion of his lecture, that the old idea of cancer of the mamma
being distinguished by retraction of the nipple is altogether erroneous.
Puckering occurs when the skin begins to be involved in the cancerous
growth, and so the nipple may be retracted; but this puckering as often
occurs at the sides as at the centre of the breast. It is a happy sign of the
times that both Mr. Paget and Mr. Simon abjure operations in cancer as a
rule, and I fain would hope that some such improvement as has taken place
in the treatment of phthisis will reward the labours of those who may
devote themselves energetically and scientifically to the abatement of this
truly called, malignant disease.
Depend upon it, Sir, that a step is made in the right direction, and we

shall eventuany find something to arrest this parasitic cell-growth.
I remain, Sir, obediently yours,

T. WEEDEN COOKE.
Upper Berkeley-street, Portman-square, May, 1852.

M.D. (Southwark) may address any inquiries which he desires to make
respecting the examination at the College of Physicians to Mr. Rawes, of
the College, Pall-mall East.

Mr. Hunter, (lIull.)-Will Mr. Hunter kindly inform us of the nature of the
adulterations practised on the article to which he refers? It shall then
receive our early attention.

E. H., (Guernsey.)-Harvey’s work on ’&deg; Generation" is published by the
Sydenham Society.

Dr. Cottle.-We have received the communication and enclosures of Dr.
Cottle relating to his candidature for the office of medical superintendent
of Bethlem. Upon reflection, we have no doubt Dr. C. will perceive the
impropriety of our advocating the claims of any particular candidate at a
stage when it is still unknown what claims may be brought into the field
by other gentlemen. Possibly, also, he will find it more to his advantage
to commit his cause to its own merits and the discerning judgment of the
governors.

Georgius.&mdash;As the Bill is at present framed, it will not interfere in any way
with assistants or apprentices.

Dr. H. MacCormae, (Belfast.)&mdash;We cannot be responsible for the peculiar
wording of advertisements.

W. F., (Worcester.)&mdash;" Rheumatism affecting the Ear and Head" was
noticed in this journal, October, 1S49.

A Practitioner in the Country had better consult his own feelings in the
case. If the party is poor, we feel certain that our correspondent will
not press for payment ; but if there is any evasion, he would be quite
justified in issuing a summons for the amount due.

Studens, (Mancbester.)-1. Yes. At University College Hospital.-2. Only
for a short period.

J. H.-The circumstances detailed are certainly most discreditable to all
parties concerned in the affair. The matter ought to be made public in a
court of law, and not through the medium of a medical journal.

Enquirer.&mdash;We know nothing of Mr. M. It is very probable that he holds
some foreign diploma.

A Student.-The Dublin College of Surgeons.
One who Seeks Information.-The case was published in THE LANCET in
May, 1S49.

ICE, A REMEDY FOR SEA SICKNESS.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;Journeys by land or sea are amongst the best of our therapeutical
measures, as well as the most agreeable of our amusements. A great
objection to the latter (though otherwise more suitable to the invalid) is the
sickness occasioned by the motion of the ship, for which the thousand
remedies and preventives hitherto prescribed have been found ineffectual.
Reliance has chiefly been placed upon brandy and other stimulants; but as
irritation of the stomach is the cause of the disorder, sedatives would,
a p,’iori, appear much better adapted for the purpose. Nothing soothes the
stomach more certainly than cold of the degree that may be produced by
swallowing ice, and nothing that I (an old sailor) have tried in sea-sickness
has answered so well. On board the steamer in which I last week made a
voyage were several boxes of salmon, and the escape of a bit of ice from
one of these suggested the preparation of draughts of finely pulverized ice
and water as a remedy of at least the distressing thirst that often accom-
panies sea-sickness. The exhibition of these to a party of half a dozen
sufferers, was not only most grateful as a beverage, but they acted as a charm
in removing the sickness. Travellers should (until ships’ stewards shall
become " glaciers") secure access to this remedy, by carrying on board with
them a few pounds of ice, packed in sawdust or wrapped in several folds of
flannel, and break or smash a bit of this in a cloth or bag, as occasion may
require, eating the dissolving powder with a little sugar, or mixed with
pure or flavoured water, as already mentioned.

. 

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,
Edinburgh, May, 1852. MEDICUS.

1111-. James.&mdash;In August next.
Q. E. D.-The peculiarity alluded to arises most probably from stricture of
the urethra. The weakness may be caused in various ways. Q. E. D.

, should consult a respectable practitioner.
H. 0. E.-The examinations were not published in extenso. It would be im.
I possible for us to afford the required space.
Mr. Wheeler.-I. Yes.-2. About two years ago.
A Surgical dnstawmerct 3laker.-The invention is good, but not quite

original.
WHAT IS THE STRUCTURE OF THE SKIN ?

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,&mdash;I have frequently, like Mr. Garrett, searched, and in vain, for

satisfactory answers to questions similar to the above, and with the like
success. In fact, one would almost be inclined to think, from the obscurity
with which some authors express themselves, that they themselves had not
a clear idea or knowledge of the structures which they describe. I beg to
refer your correspondent to that portion of " Quain’s Elements" which is
devoted to " general anatomy," where I think he will find what he seeks,
described in a much more comprehensible manner than it is in either of the
books in which he has already searched.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,
A FIRST YEAR’S STUDENT, LONDON HOSPITAL.

Non-Professional.&mdash;We cannot believe that any legally qualified practitioner
would so degrade the profession and himself as to be connected in any
way with the swindling shops that now infest this metropolis. Our corre-
spondent would confer a favour by obtaining some further information
respecting the party in question.

WE shall next week publish an account of the inquest at Knapton, near
Norwich, in which the notorious Dr. (?) Bell, the homceopathist, was
concerned.

COMMUNICATIONS, LETTERS, &c., have been received from-Mr. Martin;
Mr.VincentLitchfield, (Twickenham;) Mr.Waddington, (Margate;) Mr. T.
Paget, (Leicester ;) J. H.; A Reader of many Years; Mr. J. S. Winslow,
(Hitcham, Hadley;) Mr. G. F. Bodington, (Farrin, Chester;) Mr. Pinching,
(Gravesend;) AYoung Subscriber; Mr. Hudson; F.R.S.; Thanks; Probe;
Mr. W. Row, (Minchinhampton, with enclosure;) Mr. A. Beardsley,
(Ulverstone ;) Mr. P. J. Thompson, (Madeley;) Mr. F. K. Chambers;
A First Year’s Student; Mr. W. P. Bain ; A Constant Reader; Mr. N. C.
Wood, (Wainfleet, with enclosure;) Mr. W. J. Wilson, (Manchester;)
Mr. W. Clegg, (Ventnor, with enclosure;) W. J.; Mr. W. Craven; Mr.
W. T. ILfi’; Querist ; Dr. Aldis ; A Member of the Church; Dr. Patterson,
(with enclosure;) M.R.C.S. and L.A.C.; Mr. J. Bowker, (Uttoxeter,
(with enclosure;) Justitia ; Q. E. D.; M.D.; Enquirer; A Student; One
who Seeks Information; A Surgical Instrument Maker; Mr. James;
A Practitioner in the Country ; H. 0. E.; Mr. Wheeler; Non-Professional;
M.D., and an Admirer of Religious Freedom; A. B., (Aldburgh ;) Mr.
HURter, (Hull;) E. H., (Guemsey;) Dr. Cottle; Dr. H. MacCormac,

(Belfast Georgius; W.F., (Worcester;) Mr. T.Weeden Cooke; Medicus,
(Edinburgh;) Dr. Thos. King Chambers; An Hospital Surgeon; T. B. B.;
An Old Subscriber, (with enclosure;) Mr. W. H. Borham; Mr. S. Salt,
(Rugeley;) Dr. J. MacCormack; Mr. J. K. Lewis, (Wrexham;) Mr. G.
Y. Thornton, (Margate;) Mr. S. Booth, (Huddersfield;) Mr. T. Taplin,
(Ilfracombe;) Mr. G. B. Sweeting, (Abbotsbary, with enclosure;) Mr. E.
Williams, (Dublin;) &c. &c.


